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The irreducible p-modular representations of a Chevalley group GK over 
a finite field K of characteristic p have been obtained by Steinberg as the 
restrictions of rational irreducible representations of the corresponding 
algebraic group G having suitably “small” high weights [6]. In turn the 
rational irreducible representations of G were obtained by a tensor product 
construction from a finite set of representations coming from the irreducible 
restricted representations of the Lie algebra of G, studied earlier by Curtis [2]. 
A different method, largely independent of the theory of algebraic groups, 
can be used to construct the irreducible representations of GK directly, by 
decomposing the reduction (mod p) of characteristic 0 representations. This 
method was applied to groups of types A, , C, in the present author’s thesis 
[8], and recently extended to groups of arbitrary type [9]. The irreducible 
representations of G, were constructed in terms of a set of fundamental 
characteristic 0 representations having unimodular “contravariant” forms, 
such representations being known to exist at least for the types A, , B,, , C, , 
D, , E, , F4, G, . Our methods also yielded a proof of the tensor product 
theorem. 
In this paper we abandon the use of the fundamental representations, and 
find a simpler description of the irreducible representations of GK 
(Theorem (3B)), in terms of reduction (modp) and the notion of contravariant 
form introduced in [9]. In particular, this description is valid independently 
of the question of the existence of fundamental representations with uni- 
modular contravariant forms. Also, our result generalizes and clarifies the 
irreducibility criterion found in [9]. As an illustration we sketch some 
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calculations for groups of type F4 , obtaining results of Veldkamp for the case 
of characteristic 2 [7]. 
It will be convenient for us to use the language of modules in place of the 
equivalent language of representations. 
1. \Ve begin with some remarks concerning the process of reduction 
(mod P). 
Let $1 be a finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra, with 
universal enveloping algebra II. We shall consider only those g-modules 
(U-modules) which arc finite-dimensional over the complex field C. Let K be 
a field and GK the “simply connected” Chevalley group of tvpe R over K. 
Thus G, is the group of rational points over I\’ of a simply connected semi- 
simple algebraic group defined over the prime field. Modules for the group 
algebra of G, over K which are finite-dimensional over K will be called 
GK-modules. \Ve can obtain G,-modules from q-modules in the following 
way. 
Let 1) be a Cartan subalgebra of $1, and 2‘ the system of roots of 1~ in $1. 
Choose a Chevalley basis of 9, consisting of fundamental coweights Hi ,..., H,‘ 
in 1) and root vectors X,. , I t E. Let 11, be the subring of II generated by 
elements of the form 
~~,,,i, -AL (112 y Ly ,111 I Y 
where r E 2, M : z 0. An admissible lattice on a g-module V is a Z-form J,, of C’ 
which is invariant under 11, (Such a lattice always exists [5].) Then the vector 
space 
is a G,-module in a natural way (for example, see [9, Section 21). If a different 
admissible lattice I z _ ’ is chosen, the corresponding G,-module 1’,’ may not be 
isomorphic with VI; . However, it will have the same irreducible constituents 
[9, Lemma (2C)]. In particular, we can discuss the irreducible constituents 
of JjTK independently of the choice of Jo-, . 
We make the convention that the symbol @ will mean the tensor product 
over C when applied to g-modules, over Z when applied to admissible lattices, 
and over K when applied to G,-modules. Also, if Y is a module for a group 
or Lie algebra, then Y* will denote the contragrcdient module. 
Besides the obvious functorial properties, we point out the following easily 
proved properties of the procedure of obtaining G,-modules from admissible 
lattices on g-modules. 
(IA) LEMMA. (a) 1f V, , I;li are admissible lattices on g-modules V, W, 
then Vz @ W, is an admissible lattice on the g-module V @ lZ7, and the 
corresponding G,-module is isomorphic with 1; @ W, . 
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(I,) If ( , ) is an invariant nonsingular bilinear pairing of a g-module V 
with its contragredient V* and if Vz is an admissible lattice on V, then the lattice 
in I -* dual to Vz with respect to the paivinr is an admissible lattice on V,“, and 
the corresponding G,-module is isomorphic z&h the contragredient VK* of the 
GK-module V, obtained.from bTz . 
\Ve recall that the weights of any g-module 17 are permuted among them- 
selves by the Weyl group CV of g. A weight p of V is called a flfontier weight 
of I’ if there is no root Y for which p + Y and p - Y are both weights of I’. 
(1 R) LEnInI.4. Let p be a frontier weight of a g-module I’, and let 11 be a 
conjugate of p under the W’eyl group W. If vu, is a vector of weight p in V, then 
there exists a vector v,, of weight v in V such that 
v,u, = v,ll, 
Proof. \F’e may assume that v is obtained from p by reflection with respect 
to a root Y. Replacing Y by --T if necessary, we have 
v = p. - nw, 
for some positive integer m. Let g’ be the subalgebra of g generated by 
11, S,, , S, . Using the fact that p is a frontier weight, we see as in [4, p. 1131 
that the g’-submodule of V generated by vL’, has a basis y0 , yI ,..., ylri , where 
Y(l =- ii’,, > 
YiSja z yi / 1 j y,,>s,. 1 0, 
yi+lXr = (i + l)(Tfl - i) yi , yo& = 0, 
for i _m= 0, l,..., m -- 1. Now the vector ZI, = (nz!)-‘yj,, has weight 
p - WI = V, and calculation shows that 
z’,G,,,, = qJ , v”Xr,nr = vu . 
Hence, %I” E vu,& and v,, E v,lt, , so that v,I& = a& , as desired. 
Denote by P the full group of weights of g, and let Pf be the set of all 
dominant integral functions on I), the elements p of P such that p(N,) 3 0 
for all i. We may take P to be ordered lexicographically with respect to the 
fundamental roots in Z, and then the elements of P-k are nonnegative. For 
each element TV of P+ there is (to within isomorphism) exactly one irreducible 
g-module V’(p) whose highest weight is I”, and this weight occurs with 
multiplicity 1. Choosing a vector vu of weight p in V(p), we set 
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This is a~ admissible lattice on l.‘(p) [5]. I; rom now on the notation F(pfZ 
will always mean this particular admissible fattice, and t,7(p)X v&ii denote the 
e(~rres~onding GX-module. By 1,emma (IIf), V(F)~ could equally n-e11 be 
defined by replacing V, by a vector of weight V, where v is any conjugate of p 
under Tf;. 
The next result gives a relation between the GX-modules k-(p), , for v-arious 
[‘ in P _ 
such that pl(rL’,+) = ~2~ @ z’, , since the submodule of V(,U> @ V(V) generated 
by v,, @ z, is irreducible of highest weight p + v (cf. [4, p. X21]). Since 
lip @ I”(v)~ is an admissible lattice in V(p) @ V(V) containing ufi @ W, , 
we see that 
Kow take a nondegenerate invariant bilinear pairing between I,‘(V) and 
F(r)*, and let V(V): be the lattice in V(V)* dual to P’(V), . Then wc have a 
g-homomorphism 
Ifr: F(Y)@~zi(Y)*3c 
which induces a duality 
Vfv), @) v(v); -+ z. 
The subgroup of V(V)~ g enerated by q, is a direct summand of V(V)~ (5, p. 971. 
Hence, there exists an element V* E V(V): such that 
$!qa” @z”) = 1. 
Now we have g-homomorphisms 
VP $ v) f?J v(v)* 2% V(p) cg! V(v) @ t‘(v)” =r V(p) @I c -g F(p). 
We compute that the image f of I’& -1 ~1)~ @ V(V); under the composite 
~~on~omor~hisrn i  contained in V’(F)~ C Since I also contains the image zt, of 
qr,+ @ w*, in fact 1 = V(P)~ . Applying Lemma (IA), we obtain an induced 
surjective GK-homomorphism 
as desired. 
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2. From now on we assume that K is a finite field of characteristic p, 
having 4 elements. We shall locate the irreducible G,-modules as the unique 
irreducible quotient modules of the V(P)~ , for suitable I*. The corresponding 
result for algebraic groups is well known and easily proved by means of the 
theory of weights. As we are not assuming the result that the irreducible 
G,-modules extend to the corresponding algebraic group, we give a different 
proof, using Lemma (1 C). 
We set 
P, =(pEP+lp(HJ :<4- 1,allij. 
If X, ,..., X,, are the fundamental weights, given by 
hz(Hj) = 6jj v 
then the highest element of P, is 
0 = (q- l)& 
i 
(2A) LEMMA. There is a unique bijection F from P, to the set of all 
(equiz~alence lasses of) irreducible G,-modules such that F(p) occurs as a con- 
stituent of V(P)~ , for all p E P, . The multiplicity of F(p) in V(P)~ is 1. If F(p) 
occurs as a constituent of V(V)~ for any v E P+, then p < v. If F(p) occurs as a 
constituent of F(v) @F(p), then p :< v --k p. If v, p, v + p E P, , then F(v j- p) 
occurs with multiplicity 1 in F(v) @F(p). Finally, V(U)~ is irreducible, i.e., 
I’(& : F(a). 
A proof of this result was given in [9] by means of calculations with Brauer 
characters. This used the enumeration of the p-regular conjugacy classes of 
G, obtained by Steinberg by using the theory of algebraic groups [6], but an 
elementary method for this enumeration has been given by Curtis [3]. 
Let zuO be the unique element of the Weyl group W which transforms all 
positive roots into negative ones. If p E P, we write 
CL * = -w&L). 
Since -w,, permutes the fundamental roots among themselves, one sees easily 
that the map p + CL* leaves both Pf and P, invariant. If p E P-t, then the 
contragredient g-module to V(p) is V(,*), i.e., 
V(P)” = VP*>, 
since the lowest weight of V(p) is w,,(p). 
(2B) LEMMA. If p E P, , then F(p*)* = F(p). 
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1-'rooj: The map p-- >I+')" is a bijection from P,, to the set oi irre- 
ducible G,-modules. Since E<7(/~‘Y)* I .(/L), we see that P(/L,“),’ OCCII~S as a 
constituent of I’m , and the result follows from the uniqueness statement of 
Lemma (2.4). 
(2c’) LI3UhlA. IA S, 1, % bf modules jar U gVOUp oz’ey some fiekl. 4;‘ AkT is 
irreducible am’ Z is isomorphic with a quotient module ?f A7 (3 IT%, then S is 
i.somo:phic with a submodule of Ty 83; %. 
Proof See [9, Lemma (4G)]. 
Proof. Let M be any maximal submodulc of V(P)~, and suppose that 
V(p)KjN e F(h), where X t P, . By Lemma (2A), h 2; II. Setting 18 CJ ~ /.L 
in Lemma (IC), we see that F’(A) IS isomorphic with a quotient module of 
I’m (Sj F(o ~ p),& Since C’(U), = F(a) is irreducible we may apply 
Lemma (2C) to see that E’(a) is isomorphic with a submodule of 
F(h) @ P-(o - P)~. By Lemma (2A), o :- X -(- (u - p), so that X p. 
Hence, X 1: ,u. Since F(p) occurs in V(P)~ only once, M is unique. 
(2E) COROLLARY. If p E P,, then I ?(px)l; has a unique irreducible sub- 
module X, and N ‘v F(,u). 
Proof. Keplacc p by p* in Theorem (2D), take contragredients. and use 
Lemma (2B). 
3. \\‘e shall now find a description of the maximal submodule ‘If of 
I;(P)~ given in Theorem (2D). For convenience we recall the notion of 
contravariant form, introduced in [9]. 
It is easily seen that g has an automorphism 0 such that 
for all r EZT, NE 11 [9, Lemma (IA)]. Tl . us automorphism extends to an 
automorphism of II, under which 11, is invariant. 
If I/ is a g-module, the action 
makes P7 into a new g-module, whose weights are the negatives of those of I -, 
and which is therefore isomorphic with the contragredient mod& IY”. 
Hence, we have a vector space isomorphism y : V- I-“, such that 
F(z-)S ~(n~(X)) (c t i -, .Y E $1). 
IA ” , > be a nondegencratc invariant bilinear pairing of 11’ and 1.“. ‘l‘hcn 
(c, zc) : (ZY, cp(zc),, (r’, ,x E I .) 
defines a nondegeneratc bilinear form ( , ) on I, such that 
(ZLY, w) + (Z’, z&(X)) == 0, 
for z’, z*: E I ‘, zY E 9. \\‘e say that ( , ) is a cont~mariallt fom on 1.. 
If I7 is irreducible, then the map v is unique to within multiplication by 
a scalar, by Schur’s lemma, and hence the contravariant form on 1,. is unique 
to within multiplication by a scalar. It casilv follows that the form is svm- 
metric. Also, vectors of different weights are orthogonal with respect to a 
contravariant form. 
If /L t P , and zlU is the vector of highest weight in 1 -(p) chosen in defining 
c-(P), t WC shall take the contravariant form on I’(p) to bc nol-mal&d by the 
condition 
(7su ) z:J I . 
\\‘e denote the lattice in l.(,~) dual to f:(p), with respect to the form by 
I -‘(p)z ? so that 
(3A) LEM.VA. The nomalixed contrazwiant jortn is intepul on I -(I”)~ , 
i.e., I’(p), & V’(P)~ . Further, lk*‘(p)z is an admissible lattice OR Y(p), md the 
cowesponding G,-module I”(p)K is isomorphic with cI(p*)& 
Proof. If Cf2 : I’+ IT” is the vector space isomorphism defined carlicr, then 
Since ~(a,~) is a vector of weight -,u - ZC,,(~*) in I-(/A*), it follo~vs from 
Lemma (I II) that wc may assume that 
Xow we see that l;‘(,~)~ is the lattice in T.-(p) dual to I -(P*)~ v;ith respect to 
the im.ariant bilinear pairing ( , > of l’(p) and V(p..). Hy Lemma (I A), 
I .‘(,L)~ is an admissible lattice on P-(/L), and V’(P)~ cx l’(,h’)k . 
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Since l -(P”)~ is the direct sum of Za,, with subgroups consisting of vectors 
of lower weights, which are orthogonal to r,, , we see that 7;, c 17’(p)z , and so 
1 .(p)= ~~ v,,ll, c l’7’(p)z 
C’onsidered as a symmetric integral form 
the normalized contravariant form on I -(p) induces a s\-mmetric bilinear 
form ( , )K on 17(p)n- .
I -(,L)i; ’ I.(p), + AC. 
\I:e call this the contravariant form on l.(p), . 
(3B) rhXOREbI. Let p E I’, , and let Bt he the radical of the contrazlarinnt 
.fOYfil ( > )I( on l’(p)n- , 
Then -11 is the unique maximal submodule oj. c’(p), , and V(p),iJI z F(p). 
PIYK$ The inclusion map I -(P)~ + 1 “(P)~ induces a GK-homomorphism 
given by the contravariant form induces a nondegenerate bilinear pairing 
(1 L: 
and the contravariant form ( , )K on L-(P)~ is given by the equation 
(c, 70)K -. (c, l/J(w)); (21, zl’ t r+),y). 
Since ( , )Z is nondegeneratc, WC‘ see that the radical AI is the kcrncl of +!J. 
Since (T,~ c:$ 1, z’, @ l)K = 1, fl2 is a proper submodule of I;(P)~-. 
By Theorem (2D), V(p),JM has F(p) as its only irreducible quotient 
module. Since ~-(p)JM is isomorphic with a submodule of T;‘(p), , it also 
hasF(p) as its only irreducible submodule, by Lemma (3A) and Corollary (2E). 
Since F(p) occurs only once in Ii(p)K, we see that 
and ;‘I[ is the unique maximal submodule of V(P)~. 
If ;1 is the matrix of the form ( , ) with respect to a basis of Fy(p)z , then 
the matrix A, of the form ( , fK with respect to the CorrespoIldit~g basis of 
I *(pjK is obtained by reducing the entries of djmod p). Hence, 
is the “P-rank” of A, which depends only on A+l and the characteristic p of K. 
It folbws easily that F&) can be extended to an irreducible CL-module, 
where L is any finite extension field ofk’, and in fact thatF(p) can be estended 
to ;1 ratio& representation of the containing algebraic group. Further-, 
‘I’heorem (3B) has as a corollary the irreducibility criterion of 
[9, Theorem (4H)], that t;(~)~ is irreducible if and onty if det .-1 is prime top. 
4. We shall outline some ~a~c~l~ario~s for groups of type Fa. ‘The 
weights and roots are expressible in terms of four efements ~0, c&J , a$ , (114 
of P. The fLl~d~rne~ta1 roots are 
and the fundamental weights are 
The g-module I’ = Y(A,) is the 2~-dirnens~~~~~l module give Iry C’artan 
[l, p. 2741. There are 24 nonzero weights tin , $(w,~ + wB -+ I+ -f o& where 
i ~:1,~2,~3,14;a--~fl,p-- &2, y == ~3,6 := 54, and w-.; == --toi. 
Corresponding to these weights arc weight vectors xi ) .u,~,,~  and a basis of ?,’ 
is completed with two vectors y, u” of weight 0. Cartan gives the action on these 
vectors of root vectors X;. , XL:i(i i j < : j I), XXtivb of $1, corresponding to roots 
-’ -ai , --(Qi $- al,), -&ua + w4 -i- WY + ~0~). If izi = 1 for positive j and - I 
for negative a‘, then eiSi I +Yii , fnXONvB are the root vectors of a Chevalfef 
basis. In particular, the a~ltomor~hisnl B of f~ mentioned at the ~~~gir~Il;rlg of 
the last section transforms 
If IL is a weight of g in F we write VU for the corresponding weight space, 
all<1 s;et r-y I=:. p z n Y*a, where Fz is the admissible lattice on V generated 

Next xc consider the case E‘ I’(&). 2 L wording to Cartan, this 1s the 
273~dimensional submodule of the exterior square A” L’(X,) generated hy the 
vector P’,, :-= .\‘I A ‘Y,.‘34 of highest weight [ 1, 1~. 3971. The normalized contra- 
variant form on V(A,) induces a bilinear form on As [‘(A,), such that 
and the normalized contravariant form on /‘(A,) is obtained b\, restriction. 
In calculating the contravariant form on I,-, , we remark that it is not 
difficult to l>rovt that if fit I’ are weights of I-conjugate under the !Veyl groul~, 
then the form on IV zu is equivalent with the form on I-z“. Hence, it is necessary 
only to consider those weights of I’ which lie in P. In the present case them 
are four such dominant weights, p A, , w1 -$- w? , wr , 0, occurring with 
multiplicities I, 2, 5, 9 respectively, 
For IL : & , the contravariant form is of course the unit form with matrix 
[l], with p-rank 1 for all p. 
For !L OJ, + w2 , tTxit has a basis of the two vectors 
The tnatris of the contravariant form on I zU with respect to this basis is [f i], 
which has elementary divisors 1, 3. Thus, the p-rank is 2, unlessp 7: 3, when 
the p-rank is I. 
/ -1 23340  3 -1 4 23 --I 4 23 0 23 -I 1, 2  
which has elementary divisors 1, I, 1,3,6. Thus, thep-rank is 3,4, 5 according 
asp :== 3, p = 2,p > 3. 
For ;L : 0, a basis for V,u is formed by the images of Q under 
&Y 1, .z.:<+J12 , ‘q-~,~,+J*x~~ , *fi;~gq.Yj , x 1 ,--e,3,&-2-q , ;t;,B,-3,J~3 I 
X1,z,3,-.4AE;4 , Xr,,,~,.~,&X1, , X,.2,P&YJ,~ , X1,,,-,,JIAY~~, . The rnatris 
of the contravariant form has elementary divisors I, 1, 1, I, 3, 3,6,6, 12. Thus, 
the p-rank is 4, 6, 9 according as p = 3, p -: 2, p Y 3. 
Since the numbers of conjugates of A,, wr T ws , w1 , 0 under the \\;eyl 
group arc 96, 24, 24, I, we see that 
dim F(X,) 196, ifp 3, 
246, if p 2, 
~~~ 273, if p ‘> 3. 
For p ; 2, our results are as obtained by \-eldkamp and used b>- him to 
determine all the irreducible representations of groups of type Fa in charac- 
teristic 2 [7]. 
The module 1/(X,) is the adjoint module ~3 of dimension 52. The dominant 
weights occurring are A, , wr , 0, with multiplicities 1, 1, 4, and the admissible 
lattice Vz has the Chevalley basis of $3 as a basis. One calculates easily that the 
matrices of the normalized contravariant form on VT and Vzo are [2] and 
respectively. The latter matrix has elementary divisors 1, 1, 2, 2. I\-e see that 
dimF(A,) = 26, if p :E 2, 
z 52, if p -+ 2. 
\Vith these results we can write down the irreducible constituents of 
I’(X,), , I/~(X,), , V(X,), as follows. 
V(X,), : F(h,), if p :i 3, 
F(4) L F(O), if p == 3. 
I’(/\& : F&J, if p . 3, 
F(b) t- W,) + F(O), if p 2, 
F(X,) -t F(&) i- WA if p ~3. 
~(AJK : F(b), if p-+2, 
W,) -i- F(h), if p == 2. 
The author has not attempted to perform these calculations for [-(A,), 
which occurs as a 1274-dimensional submodule of A3 V(X,). 
5. We conclude with a remark concerning the tensor product theorem, 
that the irreducible G,-modules can be expressed in the form @,F(P~~, 
where the pi lit in P,, and the oL are distinct automorphisms of the field K 
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26, Theorem 7.41. A proof was given in [!I], an the assumption that a set of 
fundamental modules with unimodular contravariant forms exist. By using 
Lemma (1 C), we may now discard this assumption and obtain the result with 
csseritially the same proof. 
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